
With the layout selected you can see the area that the layout spans

Layout only visable on Selection Current Drag and Drop works on an obect in a Layer

When you drag a new item in to the form editor the layout is de-selected. You can drag onto the 
other item in the layout and it will correctly determine that you want to make the rectangle a 

sibling and part of the layout, rather than a child (the normal behaviour when dragging an item 
onto another item in the form editor.

Items Become siblings and the dropped one is  added correctly to the layout

Dragging into a layout area doesn’t work

However when an item is dragged into the layout area, the layout is still not highlighted but this 
time the item is created outdside the layout with a fixed X&Y based on the drop position

Item is placed outside the layout 

Layout needs Highlights on hover

Ideally the layout would be highlighted whenever a held item is over it, and if dropped into this 
area would be added to the layout.

Item is correctly placed inside the targeted layout, which is also  
highlighted in the Navigator

row

Nested Layouts need to get focus

In this case the nested column has the mouse directly over it, so it becomes the tageted layout, 
getting the brightest / thickest highlight and label. On drop the new item will go inside the 

Column Layout

Item is correctly placed inside the targeted layout, highligted in the 
navigator. As this is currently inside another layout, both layouts are 
highlighted

column

Modifier to target Specfic Layout needed

With the modifier key active a context menu showing all layouts underneath the cursor, allowing 
the user to select the layout they wish to target.

With the modifier context menu setting the target layout to the row the 
highlight flips back again and the item is placed correctly in the row 
layout on drop.
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⌘

Item added to the 
correct layout

Layouts should work on top of all backgrounds

Needs to work with any background

Layouts can be visualised via a toolbar button

Toggle for visualising layouts

With layouts visualised you can select a sub item to get the property panel while still seeing 
the wireframe of the layouts

row
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Layouts should be visible during runtime

Allows you to  test responsive layouts and see how the layout behaves

Active in runtime (could also be moved 
in the live preview UI when thats done)


